Sew the handles here

Happy Happy Girls Hexagon Patchwork Bag
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♥ Materials

• Happy Happy Girls fabric (pink) :
approx. 110 x 50cm (43.3 x 19.7inches)
• Ribbon patterned fabric (For parts E, F, bottom, and facing):
approx. 110 x 50cm (43.3 x 19.7inches)
• Dotted fabric for handles: approx. 20 x 40cm (7.9 x 15.7inches)
• Fusible Interlining: approx. 20 x 40cm (7.9 x 15.7 inches)
• Thick fusible quilt batting: approx.110 x 40cm (43.3 x 15.7inches)

♥ Instructions
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• Other pieces of fabric: 6 types
• Fabric for the yo-yo part: 2 types
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• Lining: approx. 110 x 40cm (43.4 x 19.7 inches)
• A button: 2.5cm (1inch)
• Ribbons and lace: 3 types
• A brooch pin: 2.5cm (1inch)
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Seam allowance 0.8cm (0.3inches) otherwise specified

① Prepare the hexagon patchwork (A to D) then sew the parts E and F to the top and bottom.
＜bag body, outer fabric and lining＞
② M ark where you want to quilt on the fabric you just made and on the bottom piece.
③ Leave a seam allowance of 2.5cm (1inch) on the bag body, sides and lining for the bottom.
(For the bag opening leave a seam allowance of 0.8cm/0.3inches)
To the fabric you just made apply the fusible quilt batting that you have cut beforehand. Baste then quilt.
④ Place the two fabric together, right side in and sew the sides. Cover the seam with the lining,blind stitch.
⑤ Sew the bag body and bottom together. Cover the seam then blind stitch.
⑥ M ake the handles. Prepare the fabric cutting at 10 x 40cm (3.9 x 15.7inches) then apply the fusible interlining
of the same size. Fold in four. Machine stitch both sides.
⑦ Cut two pieces of facing cloth with 1cm (0.4inches) seam allowance. Sew both sides, right side in.
⑧ Tuck the handles in between the bag opening and the facing. Sew them all together.
Blind stitch the facing to the lining of the bag body.
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⑥ Fold the fabric for the handles in four,
right side out. Machine stitch both sides.

Quilt along the opposite side of
the border to where the seam is tucked

表

♥ How to make the hexagon patchwork
① Place two pieces, right side in and
sew as specified on diagram.
Backstitch the beginning and end.
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⑨ M ake the big and small yo-yos. Place them on top of another and sew the button on them.
Sew the ribbons and lace to the back. Attach the brooch pin.

Sewing Pattern
reduced by 50%
※ Use this pattern
enlarged by 200%

Bottom

② Sew line by line.
③ Sew together the first row and
second row. Followed by second
and third.

♥ How to make the yo-yos
Large : Diameter 16.5cm (6.5inches)
Small : Diameter 11cm (4.3inches)

Quilt along the opposite side of the border
to where the seam is tucked
Quilt here
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Quilt here

1. Whilst folding the seam towards the back from the side,
sew running stitches of 1cm at approx.
0.15cm (0.06inch) from the fold.
※ Note) If you sew too inwards from the fold the seam
becomes bumpy. Plus, if the stitches are too short the
hole at the center gets too big.

<Sewing Pattern>
(actual size)
1 side : 4.3cm
(1.7 inches)

2. Once you sew one round, pull the needle out to the
surface. Make a French knot.
3. Tweak so the hole comes to the center.
Pull the needle out right by the French knot.
4. Run the needle two times (0.2-0.3cm/0.08-0.1inches)
through the outer fabric then make a French knot.
※ To prevent the center from moving
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